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 This paper examines the process of placemaking.  It examines the differences between 
placemaking strategies in single family detached houses and multiple residential buildings, i.e. 
apartments, condominiums, townhomes, etc.  The transient nature of rental properties makes the 
process of placemaking more difficult.  After considering these differences and the difficulties they 
create in the residents' placemaking ability, considerations are offered to aid in designing spaces that 
nurture a resident's placemaking process.  These design considerations are context, memory, and pause.  
The issue of context includes addressing communal spaces within the building on one scale as well as 
the area immediately surrounding the building and the larger neighborhood on another scale.  Memory 
is addressed in the personal and collective sense.  Memory is considered in the objects and cultural 
biases and traditions that a resident will bring with them to a new space.  Memory is also considered 
from the view of the cultural/historical memory of area in which a building is located.  Pause is 
described as a place to be still and is an important consideration when designing spaces that may 
become places.  An area of respite where a resident can be at peace is critical for them to develop a 
relationship with a space.  The paper concludes with suggestions as to how these factors should be 
considered when designing spaces that other people may eventually call home, for however brief a 
time. 
Finding Home: Placemaking Strategies in Multifamily Residences 
 
 As I have gone from living with my parents, to being in college, and now finishing graduate 
school an opportunity is beginning to present itself.  I have the chance to decide what type of residence I 
am going to live in, and where.  The types of residences I have known have been varied.  When I left my 
parent's home for college, I lived in dorm rooms for the first three years, changing dorms every year.  
My senior year of college I moved into a house with three other friends.  After that I began my graduate 
studies and moved into a one bedroom apartment by myself for a year and then moved into a shared 
town home the next year.  Each residence I held had a different degree of feeling like 'home.'  Many 
people, students especially, tend to have living experiences similar to mine, living with family first, then 
maybe with friends or maybe alone. 1   
 Americans in my generation have become increasingly nomadic.  Many of us are giving up the 
American Dream of having our own detached house sitting on a half-acre lot surrounded by a white 
picket fence.  Our nomadic nature combined with an increasingly unaffordable housing market is 
causing us to look for different housing opportunities.  Our changing attitude toward the automobile 
and global energy conservation is another contributing factor in our changing attitude toward housing.  
As Sally Augustin points out in her book, Place Advantage: Applied Psychology for Interior Architecture¸ 
"as the world push toward environmentally responsible living takes hold, there will be a greater demand 
for spaces that acknowledge that man lives in harmony with nature." 2  The single-family unit by its very 
nature does not acknowledge this fact.  For these reasons, people of my generation are opting for higher 
density residences such as apartment complexes, condominiums, and townhomes that are tied more 
closely within the urban fabric.  However, these kinds of residences are typically not permanent and 
usually make no attempt to seem so.  To some degree this suits my generation's more nomadic lifestyle.  
Our proclivity for moving from one location to another makes the transient nature of higher density 
residences seem ideal.  However, as Yi-Fu Tuan expresses in his book, Space and Place, "modern man is 
so mobile that he has not the time to establish roots; his experience and appreciation of place is 
superficial."3  It would appear that something is lacking.  That thing that is lacking is a real sense of 
place. 
 The word place holds many meanings to many different people.  As it gains popularity as a topic 
of discussion, it sometimes becomes unclear what people mean when they speak of place.  When place 
is used in this paper it refers to spaces of special value that feel familiar to us.  Places are spaces that we 
inhabit that hold meaning to us and to which we feel tied geographically, physically, and emotionally.  So 
the question becomes, if our generation is likely to move frequently and settle in impermanent 
residences, how do we discover a sense of place?  Fortunately, being in a location or residence for a 
short period of time does not preclude us from becoming attached to it.4  The process of placemaking is 
intensely personal and can be helped or hindered by the design of a space. 
 Placemaking is the process through which we turn everyday space into the places where we 
live.5  This definition with the inclusion of the word 'living,' immediately calls to mind the house; more 
specifically the detached, single-family house from which many young college graduates are straying. 
Thinking about the differences between a permanent site on its own land and an apartment that is part 
of a larger complex, one realizes that they are numerous and vast; the biggest of which being the feeling 
of ownership.   
 The tendency in this country is for people living in detached houses to own them.  This is rarely 
the case with apartments.  Although ownership is not necessary to establish a sense of place, with 
ownership comes the ability to personalize space.  Personalization is an important factor in developing a 
sense of place.  The ability to personalize a home makes the house an extension of the owner.  The 
owner's personality is expressed through the home and people can tell the house is their place.  
Personalization of space aids in affirming self-identity and aligning place-identity.6  This gives the sense 
that our place is an extension of ourselves and to some extent vice versa.  "By choice of house and areas 
to live in, and personalization of these in terms of facade, decor, furnishings, etc. the house may 
psychologically be transformed into a home," writes Judith Sixsmith.  The opportunity to personalize a 
space, turning it into a place, is one which many residents of apartments are not afforded.  Residents are 
typically not allowed to alter the physical appearance of their apartments to the extent that those in 
detached houses are, thus stifling not only their sense of place, but also their sense of self. 
 This factor along with others, make a resident feel as if they cannot fully inhabit the space.  
Being able to experience the space as an inhabitant is paramount.7  Kent Bloomer and Charles Moore 
explain that, "a house is the most personal possession of the family it serves, and that family expects to 
be able to occupy all its parts."8  This is difficult, if not impossible for people living in multifamily 
residences.  There are naturally parts of the building that residents cannot go.  Even the public spaces 
often go unused due to poor design or a failure to express for whom the space is intended.  Poor 
delineation of this sort leaves the residents wondering who can use the space and further more who is 
responsible for it.  "The great blank horrors of our public environment are the spaces that belong to no 
one, that are neither private nor public, neither comfortable nor inspiring nor even safe, the no-places 
that erode the public realm," express Bloomer and Moore.9 
 These challenges can be overcome; however, the onus falls to the architects and designers.  
People have been living happily in apartments and other types of rental property for as long as they 
have existed.  Although it is ultimately up to the resident to decide whether they feel a sense of place in 
a space, the architect must provide opportunities for placemaking.  There is a stigma toward apartment 
complexes that they are built quickly and cheaply to house as many people as possible, and the owners 
of the complexes don't care about poor craftsmanship or bland spaces, because they are not the ones 
who have to inhabit them.  J. D. Sime states, "architects should, by definition, be concerned as much 
with the physical, as the experiential and behavioral characteristics of place patterns,"10 and I am 
inclined to agree.  There are certain factors the designers can consider when designing a space that will 
help provide a positive experience for residents, giving them more opportunities to develop a sense of 
place.  Those factors are: context, memory, and pause.  They are not listed in order of importance 
because in many ways they overlap one another, and in fact, the more they overlap, the more successful 
the final product is likely to be. 
 The first factor of designing potential places is an attention to context.  Tuan states that, "facts 
require context to have meaning."11  Spaces also require context to have meaning and become place.12  
The field of architecture is currently experiencing a lack of attention to context.  Even when projects are 
presented in the media, they are often presented in almost complete isolation, without people or 
adjacent buildings.  Context in this paper refers to the area surrounding a residence.  This includes 
spaces on all scales.  It includes spaces outside of an apartment that are within the complex, such as 
lobbies and public spaces, as well as spaces outside the complex in the immediate vicinity.  The idea of 
context also extends to the neighborhood, town, state, etc. 
 Culture is a major part of the context of a building.  Cultures vary widely across the country and 
across the globe.  As our generation moves into a global economy and a global lifestyle, the idea of 
attention to cultural details becomes more imperative.  It is common for a design firm from one country 
to design buildings in other countries.  The success of these projects often depends on to what extent 
the culture of the host country was considered and designed for, just as the success of an apartment 
complex depends on the attention to the context of the neighborhood around it.  Augustin states, 
"[spaces] that thoughtfully recognize the cultural system(s) in which they are embedded are [spaces] 
where people are physically and psychologically comfortable and can thrive."13  The activities that 
designers intend their buildings to house are sometimes not socially compatible with the locations in 
which they are built.  There must be a connection between the place's suitability to an activity and the 
expectation of that activity occurring.  For example, you are physically able to smoke just about 
anywhere, but it is not expected that you will.  Although an activity may be possible in a space it is not 
always a welcome or acceptable activity to perform in that space.14  Context, especially in the cultural 
sense, is important for determining what activities are appropriate in a given space, especially shared or 
communal spaces.  The fact that apartment buildings house many different people, often from different 
backgrounds who bring different ideas about dwelling with them to a space, makes this an especially 
important consideration. 
 The neighborhood in which the building is located is also part of its context.  The neighborhood 
is a place on a larger scale.15  One of the first things a resident must do when moving to a new location is 
become acquainted with the neighborhood.  The area around the home is extremely important in 
creating feelings of place.  Tuan states that, "attachment to homeland of a deep though subconscious 
sort may come simply with familiarity and ease, with the assurance of nurture and security, with the 
memory of sounds and smells, of communal activities and homely pleasures accumulated over time."16  
Just being in a location for long enough, a resident begins to gain intimate knowledge of it.  The paths 
that are walked, stores and restaurants that are frequented, and interpersonal relationships that are 
made just in the act of living increase a sense of place at a larger scale than that of just the home.  
However, deeper connection to context at this scale requires a personal investment.  If the space on the 
residential scale doesn't feel like home, it is more difficult to invest oneself in the surrounding area.   
 Context has much to do with culture, personality, and familiarity with a physical location.  The 
concept of memory is a part of each of these.  Memory is the second consideration for attempting to 
design places.  Memory refers both to the personal memory of the space's inhabitant and also to the 
memory of the community at large.  It can refer to the traditions and habits that a person brings with 
them to a new location as well as to the traditions of the people already inhabiting that area.  As Esther 
da Costa Meye says, "it is memory, whether that of a single person or a social group, that invests a 
particular location with singularity and significance, and thus separates place from the undifferentiated 
sameness of space."17 
 The ability to remember a space means we can hold onto and inhabit that space longer in our 
minds.  This memory of a space gives us the opportunity to assign it deeper meaning based on the 
quality and intensity of the memory created there.  Although we may not be able to recall the exact 
form of a space as time passes, we continue to remember the experience of it.  Campbell asks the 
question, "isn't architecture a collaboration between the physical shapes and space on the one hand, 
and the memory of their inhabitations on the other?"18  Many scholars writing on the subject of memory 
agree that it is.  The relationship of space and memory questioned by Campbell could even be turned 
the other way.  The experiences we have in a space are often more likely to be remembered than the 
physical characteristics of the space itself.19 
 Single-family residences are sometimes handed down from one generation to the next.  This 
passing down through the years illustrates the permanence of the single-family residence as well as its 
ability to adapt to the changing needs of the owners.20  As the house changes and as generations inhabit 
the space, memories are made and stored within.  The memories held within a house create a strong 
sense of place within the owners.  Since multifamily residences see many different inhabitants, the 
spaces they contain can often hold more memories than those of the single-family residence.  This is 
especially evident if the residents are allowed to personalize the space.  A new tenant moving in is able 
to see how the previous tenant lived in the space and may either choose to live in a similar manner or 
choose to live entirely differently.  However, the more evident the change between multiple tenants is, 
the stronger the sense of place can be.  A friend of mine lived in a rental house in which previous 
tenants had written their names on the ceiling.  The ceiling sloped in a particular room and each tenant 
had put a line and their name on the spot where their head hit.  This created a strong sense of place 
because it placed the tenant on a single and permanent spot in the architectural history of the building.  
While each resident was there they were at once a part of the whole history of the space and the single 
time in which the inhabited it.  "You can't separate your memory of a specific inhabitation from the 
objective [space] you inhabited," states Campbell.21 
 The next part of memory deals with memory stored in objects.  The memory of objects is 
important to people who move often.  Students who have moved into dorm rooms or apartments 
multiple times become quite adept at choosing which items to bring with them and which to not.  The 
more we move the more aware we become of the objects we bring from one place to the next and our 
memories of our old residence often greatly influences how we arrange them in our new space.  We 
gain an increased awareness of our own inhabitation of spaces; we refine and pare down to what is 
essential for our own happiness and to what adequately expresses ourselves.  With each new residence 
we either continue living as we had before if it suited us, or we try to improve areas of our inhabitation 
that we previously found unsatisfactory.22  The bringing of objects from one place to another gives 
meaning to a space.  The memory and meaning stored within the objects projects meaning onto the 
space, and thus creates place.  "You're bringing a part of yourself into the place - in your things.  You feel 
like you're accepted in it because you can be yourself in it, you created it," explains Sixsmith.23 
 These objects hold special places in the hearts of their owners.  The spaces in which they live 
must provide equally special spaces in which the objects can be displayed.  The spaces to house these 
special objects become spaces of pause; spaces where the inhabitant can forget the pressures and 
worries of the world and be mentally and physically still for even just a moment.24  Tuan argues that, "if 
time is conceived as flow or movement then place is pause."25  He further describes the relationship of 
pause and place saying, "Place is a pause in movement.  We pause at a locality because it satisfies 
certain biological needs.  Pause makes it possible for a locality to become a center of felt value. "26  This 
is not to say that a space must necessarily be a sacred sanctuary meant only for prayer and reflection, it 
should merely provide a space for one to clear his head.27  A space for pause can be described as 
comforting, as a respite from the demands of the world.28  Places require meaningful sub-spaces, the 
whole of which create the feeling of place.  These important sub-spaces include spaces for escaping, 
spaces for respite, spaces to pause, and spaces for secrecy.29  Anyone who is familiar with the discussion 
on placemaking and the idea of home or dwelling is no doubt familiar with the symbolism of the attic 
and the cellar.  The sub-spaces that this paper previously mentioned are the kinds of spaces that are 
contained within the attic and the cellar according to Gaston Bachelard in his work, The Poetics of 
Space.30  Many multifamily residences do not have attics or cellars.  It then becomes imperative that 
sub-spaces, like ones for pause especially, are provided in another way or else the residents will become 
dissatisfied.31 
 This paper has discussed context, memory, and pause as separate aspects of the practice of 
placemaking, but for designed spaces to be even more successful in their potential to become places the 
three must be considered together.  Architects are designing their buildings to be inhabited by 
individuals, and to a great extent individuals need to feel as though they are rooted in a place.  To 
illustrate this point Tuan uses the example of sailors: 
"They had a craving for headquarters somewhere along the shore, a place where 
they could leave their trunk, if they had one; a place to which they could project 
their minds, wherever they might wander, and visualize the position of the 
furniture, and imagine just what the inmates of the place were doing at the 
different hours of the day; a place to which they could send a picture postcard or 
bring back a curio; a place to which they could always return and be sure of a 
welcome."32 
This example perfectly illustrates the connection between context, memory, and pause and the human 
longing for place.  The sailor is looking for a place in which to store his objects and memories, a place in 
which to pause and let his mind wander, and a place where he can think of the other people around 
him.  The sailor is not even looking for a space in which to stay permanently, merely a space where he 
can feel rooted once in awhile, a place.  We must never forget that as architects we design for the 
individual.  Sime warns that, "the danger in being preoccupied with a grand architectural or planning 
scheme is in forgetting the life and history of a locale and a myriad of past physically situated life events 
its local inhabitants have experience of."33 
 So, how can we design places for such a diverse group of people in one context and in one 
location, as is the case with an apartment complex?  Unfortunately, it is widely agreed that designers 
cannot create places for other people.  The personality that each person brings into a space and their 
individual perception of that space means that we cannot predict with any degree of accuracy how an 
inhabitant will respond to the space in which he finds himself trying to live.  However, knowing that we 
cannot create a place for someone does not mean that we cannot create a space that an inhabitant is 
more likely to turn into a place for himself.  This paper has examined three main characteristics of 
placemaking.  Knowing these characteristics, the architect can manipulate them to maximize the 
number and variety of residents who might be able to call his building their place instead of just their 
space.  Sime gives architects hope stating, "the mass production of houses does not rule out the 
likelihood that people are able to form strong emotional attachments to a particular house, which 
cannot readily be distinguished in design detail from rows of other identical suburban houses,"34 or in 
this case apartments in a complex. 
 Knowing that memory and inhabitation are highly personal and individual experiences, gives the 
designer a clue as to how to accommodate as many people as possible.  An adaptable environment is 
crucial to the potential for a space to become a place.  If an inhabitant is not able to personalize his 
environment, he becomes trapped in someone else's memory and way of life.  It does not matter to 
what extent context and pause are addressed; without the ability to bring his own memories into the 
space in a way that is meaningful, the space will seem alien and uncomfortable.  Creating sub-spaces is 
another way to make an inhabitant feel a sense of place.  Since apartments are often devoid of 
traditional sub-spaces such as attics and cellars, the needs typically met by these spaces need to be 
addressed in other sub-spaces.  Strategies for creating these sub-spaces include adding private rooms 
where inhabitants can be separated from the public and shared living spaces of the rest of the 
apartment, nooks where a special object or possession can be displayed or viewed in quiet 
contemplation or conversation with a close friend creating a pause where the inhabitant can focus on 
the object instead of everything else in his life, or a special framed view where the inhabitant can feel 
connected with nature in a meaningful way.  The differentiation of the space as a whole into sub-spaces 
gives a special meaning to each of them, turning the overall space into a place.35 
 Another useful strategy for designing spaces that can become places is to design, as much as 
possible, space in which interpersonal experiences can occur.  These spaces are spaces as simple as 
lobbies or shared public space that often go overlooked in apartment buildings.  The danger of public 
spaces that are not expressly public and sharable has already been discussed.  How then can architects 
avoid this?  By holding activities in larger communal spaces, residents understand their purpose as social 
areas and are more likely to use them when activities are not taking place.  By appealing to a human 
being's need for interpersonal experience, architects can create spaces in which inhabitants can be 
emotionally invested.  Also, by addressing the hallways and circulation as more than just "interior 
streets,"36 architects have yet another opportunity to create space where interpersonal experiences can 
occur.  By creating nodes or places of pause, be it elevator lobbies or places of the like, architects can 
give inhabitants chances, however brief, to interact.  These brief interactions can often be more 
important to a person than a longer one.  According to Tuan, "the importance of events in any life is 
more directly proportionate to their intensity than to their extensity."37 
 Human beings need a space in which they can feel rooted; they need a place.  Unfortunately the 
way apartments and other multifamily residences are designed, it is often difficult to find this sense of 
place in these environments.  Living in apartments, I would often have friends over who would say my 
space felt very empty.  The spaces I was living in did not compel me to create a sense of place within 
them.  I knew I would only be there for a year or two, and the space itself did not encourage any 
customization or personalization.  These pitfalls of apartments can be avoided if the architect takes care 
to acknowledge context, personal and collective memory, and pause in their designs.  Careful 
consideration and implementation of the strategies suggested in this paper give the inhabitant of a 
transient residence every opportunity to create a place for himself even if his inhabitation will be short.  
Sime summarizes this sentiment beautifully saying that, "'designing spaces' is a process ascribed to 
architects who, in concentrating on the properties of geometric space, may pay insufficient attention to 
the activities and experiences those spaces are likely to engender for other people.  'Creating places' is 
what in contrast, all of the 'best' architecture should aspire to, even if this is difficult to achieve."38 
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Reflection 
 
 The thesis process for me was one of exploration.  At the beginning of the paper writing process, 
I had an entirely different idea of what my project would be.  I began by looking at cities and how they 
grow and develop over time.  I looked at “ideal” cities that people had proposed over time such as Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s Broadacre City and Walt Disney’s original intention for EPCOT.  I thought my design 
project would be something more akin to a master plan.  As I got more into the research and the paper, 
and after discussing possible design options with my thesis committee, I decided to change topics.   
  I began to look at something that had always interested me, and that is the way people inhabit 
spaces, specifically residences.  I examined my own current living situation, and also that way in which I 
had lived in the past.  Suspecting that many people had living experiences similar to my own, I began 
researching the topic.  After reading books and articles on subjects such as placemaking, environmental 
psychology, memory, and context in architecture, I had a solid foundation on which to base my thesis.  
Through reading and analyzing my own way of living, I decided that placemaking in short-term 
residences, i.e. apartments, condos, etc., would be the topic of my new paper. 
 This new topic left me with a more focused approach to my paper and my final design project.  
My paper discussed the possibility for architects to create places for the people who would inhabit 
them.  I ultimately concluded that it was impossible for one person to create a place for another person 
since the processes of inhabitation and placemaking are highly personal.  However, architects can design 
in such a way that people are more likely to feel at home and feel that a space is their place.  
 Taking what I had learned from the research for my paper, I then began designing.  I picked my 
site in Albuquerque for two main reasons.  First, I was able to visit, walk around, take pictures, and really 
begin to try to understand how someone coming to Albuquerque for the first time would make a place 
and root themselves in the city.  Second, the specific site I chose was downtown in an area that is being 
redeveloped.  As a result of the redevelopment effort, there is a strong sense of community and 
connection in the area which is good for placemaking.  Those two factors, along with the fact that it is in 
an area with surroundings like the University of New Mexico and Old Town Albuquerque, made it the 
perfect site to begin to design.   
 Once I had my site selected, I started looking at the context of the surrounding area.  There 
were buildings of all kinds of styles.  I wanted to bring in some of the American Southwest vocabulary 
without making it kitschy.  Santa Fe and Old Town embrace more of the historic design style while 
Albuquerque mixes in Modern and contemporary design language.  To go fully with the Southwest style 
would be a mistake in the area and take the building entirely out of its local context.  However, to go 
fully contemporary would make the building seem siteless, like it could be picked up and placed 
anywhere, again lessening the possibility of placemaking.  In my design, I attempted to use a mixed 
language, borrowing arches and colors from the local traditional vocabulary and curtain walls and 
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Creating Opportunities for Placemaking in Albuquerque, New Mexico
Thesis Question: Since it is ultimately up to the individual to establish their 
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